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about
Chazeen is a New York-based creative and best
known for her contributions to broadcast
television and digital media. Her content has
featured the likes of Cardi B., Bruno Mars,
Carrie Underwood, Alessia Cara, Lecrae, DJ
Khaled and much more. Collaborating with
brands like Samsung, Google, Crunch Fitness,
Namic and BET as a speaker, moderator, host
and digital influencer has positioned her to
work on a plethora of projects that spark
authentic interest within her micro-audience.
Often known in social circles for her rich
resourcefulness and easygoing insights,
Chazeen recently developed CHAZ CHATS - a
quarterly event series where she and guest
panelists discuss fun facts on personal
development, professionalism, fitness and faith
from the POV of a Millennial mindset. Chaz
Chats started off as the offspring of information
from annual research projects. After sharing
her findings and dropping gems on social
media, a demand from her followers for more
information quickly followed… And here we
are!

@heychazeen: the numbers

3,338

PAST WORK

300

250

30

speaker + moderator
SPEAKER TOPICS
How To Leverage Social Media to
Advance Your Career
Social media is a highly underused networking
tool. When utilized in the correct way, it can
expand one’s network, promote their brand, lead
to additional job opportunities and it can
accomplish all of these goals at scale. During this
workshop, we’ll take a deep dive into the specific
benefits of networking via social media, explore
how to brand one’s profile to create opportunities,
review the mistakes that can soil one’s reputation,
and touch on actionable hacks that help
professionals leverage the platform for maintaining
their network.
Job Search Hacks: How to Stand Out Amongst
The Clutter
Anyone can review the job search process, but let’s
jump into the job search hacks that help
candidates stand out from thousands of qualified
competitors and build connections during the
process. From the perspective of a TV Producer
who’s sat on both ends of the interview
table, we’ll discuss designing a resume that stands
out, how to get your resume in the hands of the
hiring manager, when and how to follow up,
additional tools and practices that help secure the
interview and how to turn each interviewer into a
lasting contact even if you don’t receive a job offer.

ADDITIONAL areas of influence
Working in Media
Career Practices
Fitness
Christian Faith

Travel
Food
Dating-Faith Perspective
Life Hacks

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS

SERVICES

Google x Chaz Chats: How To Leverage
Social Media To Grow Your Brand
Samsung x Chaz Chats: A Masterclass in
Effective Networking
Namic National Conference x Chaz Chats: A
Masterclass in Effective Networking
Pace University Career Jeopardy: Office
Etiquette, Fostering Relationships and
Social Media in the Workplace

Speaker
Moderator
Event Host

Speaker REEL

chazchats.com/speaker-reel
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